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Abstract
We examine recent work on compactifications of string theory with fluxes, where effective potentials for light moduli have
been derived after integrating out moduli that are assumed to be heavy at the classical level, and then adding non-perturbative
(NP) corrections to the superpotential. We find that this two stage procedure is not valid and that the correct potential has
additional terms. Althought this does not affect the conclusion of Kachru et al. (KKLT) that the Kaehler moduli may be stabilized
by NP effects, it can affect the detailed physics. In particular, it is possible to get metastable dS minima without adding uplifting
terms.
 2005 Elsevier B.V.
PACS: 11.25.-w; 98.80.-k
Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
There has been much progress recently in under-
standing the mechanisms by which the compactifica-
tion moduli and the dilaton of string theory are stabi-
lized.1 In particular, Giddings et al. [1] discussed type
IIB compactification on a Calabi–Yau orientifold X,
and showed that turning on fluxes of NSNS and RR
three and five form fields can generate a potential for
the complex structure moduli of X and the dilaton–
axion field, which as one would expect is of the su-
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Open access under CC BY license.pergravity form. However, the Kaehler moduli (which
includes the overall scale modulus usually denoted
by T in the string-phenomenology literature) cannot
be fixed by the fluxes. A suggestion for fixing these
was subsequently made by Kachru et al. [2] (KKLT).
The KKLT proposal was to argue that at least for
certain choices of fluxes the dilaton–axion (S) and the
complex structure moduli (zi ) would have masses that
are close to the string scale and could be integrated out
classically to get a theory for the light Kaehler moduli.
But at the classical minimum, the potential being of
the no-scale type, is zero and does not fix T (for sim-
plicity we will just consider the case of one Kaehler
modulus). In order to get a potential for T these au-
thors proposed that a contribution coming from certain
non-perturbative effects be included. Concretely, the
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constant W0 in the superpotential, to which the expo-
nential contribution coming from the non-perturbative
(NP) effects should be added, resulting in a total su-
perpotential
W = W0 +Ce−aT ,
for the theory of the light modulus T . Here the pre-
factor of the NP term is taken to be a constant since
we are ignoring perturbative corrections as in KKLT.
The Kaehler potential of the theory is taken to be its
classical value
K = −3 ln(T + T¯ ).
With this prescription it is easy to see [2] that the
modulus T is fixed at a supersymmetric Anti-de-Sitter
(AdS) point. KKLT go on to lift this minimum by
adding a term coming from D¯ branes.
In this Letter we will examine the consistency of the
assumptions that lead to the KKLT theory for the light
modulus. These include the expectation that the low
energy supergravity action is a good starting point for
finding classical string vacua and also that one can find
flux configurations such that the complex structure
moduli and the dilaton are heavy. As KKLT observed,
in order for the procedure to make sense, the minimum
of the potential should be at a large value of T , so that
the size of X is large on the string scale justifying the
ten-dimensional SUGRA starting point, and the super-
potential itself is valid only in the region aTR  1, so
that the NP term can be regarded as a small correc-
tion to the classical theory. KKLT argued that although
generically the fluxes would give a value of W0 that is
of order one (thus violating the first requirement) there
would be (at least for CY manifolds X with large h21)
flux configurations which would give small values of
this constant.
Now, of course, there are obvious corrections to
this theory coming from perturbative effects which,
even though they leave the superpotential unchanged,
will affect the Kaehler potential. There is also a non-
perturbative correction to the Kaehler potential (see,
for example, [3,4]). Thus one would expect a corrected
Kaehler potential of the form
(1)K = −3 ln(T + T¯ + f + ke−a(T+T¯ )),
where f is a constant and in principle the coeffi-
cient k could be of the same order as the prefactor Cin the superpotential. We will ignore these corrections
in most of this Letter and will touch on their effects
at the end of our discussion. What we are going to
investigate is just the procedure of first ignoring the
non-perturbative term in the superpotential in order to
integrate out S and zi to get a constant superpotential,
and then including the non-perturbative term. We will
find that if the non-perturbative term is included from
the beginning, there are terms which are necessarily
controlled by the same coefficient as the terms which
are included by KKLT and therefore cannot be set to
zero. Related observations have been made by Choi et
al. [5],2 but we will find that there needs to be some
modifications of their arguments also. In the course of
this investigation we came across some issues in the
procedure of integrating out heavy fields in supersym-
metric theories that are of general interest, but we will
reserve that discussion to a separate publication [6].
The two stage calculation of KKLT appears to lead
only to a critical point that is AdS supersymmetric. To
get a dS minimum (and broken supersymmetry) KKLT
add an uplifting terms, namely, a contribution from a
D¯ brane. An alternate suggestion is to find some sec-
tor that gives a D term [7]. However, it is easy to see
that such a term will not lift an AdS supersymmetric
minimum. This is because of the relation
2f abDb = ik
aiDiW
W
(with kai a generator of a Killing symmetry of the
Kaehler metric and f the gauge coupling function) be-
tween the D and F terms that is valid at generic points
where the superpotential is non-zero.3 So, a critical
point where the F term is zero with W = 0 giving
an AdS minimum as in KKLT, will not be lifted by
adding a D term. This also means that a D¯ term as in
KKLT if it is to lift the AdS minimum would have to
be an explicit breaking term from the point of view of
four-dimensional supergravity. Of course, one can lift
2 See also [15]. Related issues in the heterotic context have been
discussed in [16].
3 This relation can be found, for example, in [10, Eqs. (8.7.7b),
(8.7.8)]. It has been recently rediscovered in the current context in
[17]. The right-hand side of this equation can also be rewritten as
ikai∂iK + ξ trT a (with ξ a FI parameter) and would give an inde-
pendent condition if W = 0.
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(such example can be found in [8]) by a D term.
One of the outcomes of the current investigation is
that if one integrates out the heavy moduli in one stage
then one has extra terms in the potential (compared
to the two stage procedure). These terms enable one
to find examples where the F-term potential by itself
has positive local minima thus obviating the need for
uplifting terms.4 In view of this it would be interesting
to revisit other issues such as the question of getting a
viable cosmology in the context of such models.
2. Model with S and T
Consider first a compactification with fluxes on a
rigid CY manifold X, i.e., one with h21 = 0.
The classical Kaehler potential is
(2)K = − ln(S + S¯)− 3 ln(T + T¯ ),
and with the non-perturbative contribution included
we have for the superpotential
(3)W = A+ SB +Ce−aT ,
where A,B are determined by the fluxes and C is an
O(1) prefactor which may be determined by an instan-
ton calculation. Now let us first solve for S in terms
of T as in KKLT by requiring that the Kaehler deriv-
ative with respect to S of this superpotential is zero.5
This gives
(4)DSW = B − A+ SB + Ce
−aT
S + S¯ = 0,
4 It is possible that α′ corrections also achieve the same end. See,
for instance, [18].
5 There are some issues involved in integrating out heavy fields
in supersymmetric theories that have not been discussed in the liter-
ature. In particular, it turns out that even in global supersymmetric
theories the condition ∂HW = 0, which is imposed in order to inte-
grate out a heavy field H , is valid only if we also restrict the light
field space to range over values that are less than the mass of the
heavy field. A similar restriction holds in supergravity. These issues
are discussed in a recent paper by the author [6]. In particular, it is
shown there that solving the Kaehler derivative equated to zero for
the heavy field is an acceptable method of computing the bosonic ef-
fective potential for the light fields even though to get the complete
action for the light fields additional terms involving the fermions
need to be kept.implying
(5)S¯ = (A+Ce−aT )/B.
Clearly, if we substitute this back into (3) we get an
expression which contains both T and T¯ , i.e., it is not
holomorphic. As far as the scalar potential goes this
is not a problem—the coupling of the chiral scalars
to supergravity is actually determined by one Kaehler-
invariant real function (see, for example, [9] or [10])
(6)G = K(Φ, Φ¯) + lnW(Φ)+ ln W¯ (Φ¯).
After solving for S this becomes
G = − ln
(
A+Ce−aT
B
+ A¯+ C¯e
−aT¯
B¯
)
− 3 ln(T + T¯ )
(7)+ ln
(
A+B A¯+ C¯e
−aT¯
B¯
+Ce−aT
)
+ c.c.
This may in effect be regarded as the new Kaehler
potential with the superpotential being taken to be
unity. The potential for T may now be computed from
the standard formula
(8)V = eG(GiGj¯Gij¯ − 3),
where Gi = ∂G/∂Φi and Gij¯ = ∂i∂j¯G is the Kaehler
metric.
On the other hand, if we had followed the prescrip-
tion of KKLT we would have solved for S in the ab-
sence of the non-perturbative term to get S¯ = A/B ,
a constant superpotential W = A + BA¯/B¯ ≡ W0 and
apart from an irrelevant constant the Kaehler potential
is K = −3 ln(T + T¯ ). Now, the non-perturbative term
is added to W to get a Kaehler-invariant function,
G = −3 ln(T + T¯ )
(9)+
[
ln
(
A+B A¯
B¯
+Ce−aT
)
+ c.c.
]
.
The problem is that in this two stage process one is
ignoring non-perturbative terms in (7) that are in fact
controlled by the same constant C as the terms that
are being kept. There is no approximation in which
one can keep the latter and ignore the former. In other
words, the procedure of first integrating out S and then
adding the non-perturbative term to W cannot be jus-
tified. It should be noted also that this correction is of
the same order as the term kept by KKLT indepen-
dently of the condition W0  1 required by KKLT.
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The model studied in the previous section, however,
does not give a viable theory in any case. Choi et al. [5]
have analyzed the stability of this model (without first
integrating out the dilaton–axion S). They find that
the supersymmetric extremum DSW = DT W = 0 is
in fact a saddle point. Although this does not make the
supersymmetric point unstable (since a saddle point or
even a maximum can be a stable AdS solution) it be-
comes problematic when one adds a “lifting potential”
as in KKLT to get a dS solution, since it is unlikely that
such a corrected potential would have a stable critical
point and indeed that is what Choi et al. find. As they
have argued, the point is that the mass of the field that
is integrated out depends on the light field and thus
it cannot be integrated out as suggested by KKLT. Our
argument above highlights this point directly by show-
ing that the procedure of KKLT ignores effects that
simply cannot be set to zero or assumed to be small.
Choi et al. go on to analyze models with complex
structure moduli. However, the analysis is done by as-
suming that the complex structure moduli can be in-
tegrated out holomorphically (resulting in a holomor-
phic superpotential) to get a potential in just S and T .
We will find that this procedure is not consistent and
has the same problems that we highlighted before.
The Kaehler potential is now
(10)K = − ln(S + S¯)− 3 ln(T + T¯ )+ k(zi, z¯j¯ ).
Here k = − ln ∫ Ω ∧ Ω¯ (with Ω being the holomor-
phic 3-form on the Calabi–Yau space) is the Kaehler
potential on the complex structure moduli space (with
complex coordinates zi , i = 1, . . . , h21). Also we have
assumed that there is only one Kaehler structure. The
superpotential is taken to be
(11)W = A(zi)+ SB(zi)+Ce−aT .
The Kaehler derivatives with respect to the chiral
scalars are
(12)DT W = −aCe−aT − 3
T + T¯ W,
(13)DSW = B − W
S + S¯ ,
(14)DiW = ∂iA+ S∂iB + ∂ikW.
Thus there are h12 + 2 complex equations for as
many complex variables (h12 complex structure mod-uli, one Kaehler modulus and the dilaton–axion) so
that all of them can be fixed. Choi et al. assume that
the equation DiW = 0 can be solved holomorphically,
giving6 an effective theory for S and T with a super-
potential
W = Weff +Ce−aT ,
where
Weff = A
(
zi(S,T )
)+B(zi(S,T ))S,
and a Kaehler potential
K = − ln(S + S¯)− 3 ln(T + T¯ )
(15)+ k(z(S,T ), z¯(S¯, T¯ )).
The SUSY conditions in the effective theory are
DSW = DSW
∣∣
zi
+ ∂z
i
∂S
DiW = 0,
FT = DT W
∣∣
zi
+ ∂z
i
∂T
DiW = 0,
which are, of course, implied by the equations of the
original theory DSW = DT W = DiW = 0, with the
chiral fields being all independent variables. However,
this equivalence is guaranteed only if we do not ignore
the last term in (15). In Choi et al., however, the effec-
tive Kaehler potential is taken to be just the first two
terms of (15). This is not really consistent and it is in
fact the dependence of k on zi as well as z¯i¯ that makes
it impossible to find an holomorphic solution for S and
T in terms of zi and hence a holomorphic Weff. To see
this consider the equation that needs to be solved,
(16)
DiW = ∂iA
(
zi
)+ S∂iB(zi)+ W (S,T , zi)ki = 0.
This is supposed to have solutions zi = zi(S,T ) such
that ∂S¯zi = ∂T¯ zi = 0 for some range of values of S
and T . So, differentiating (16) with respect to S¯ we
get from the assumed holomorphicity,
W
(
S,T , zi(S,T )
)
ki,j¯
∂z¯j¯
∂S¯
= 0.
But the superpotential should not vanish (except at
particular points) and kij¯ is the Kaehler metric on
6 Choi et al. ignore the T -dependence but we keep it here, in any
case the relevant issue is holomorphy.
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degenerate. Hence, the above equation implies ∂zi
∂S
= 0
and similarly ∂zi
∂T
= 0! Clearly what is at fault is the as-
sumption of holomorphicity. In other words, the solu-
tion of (16) must be of the form zi = zi(S,T , S¯, T¯ ). As
we saw explicitly in the case without complex struc-
ture moduli, where S was integrated out, in supergrav-
ity fields cannot be integrated out in a holomorphic
fashion. As in that case, we expect that the effective
supergravity theory is one with a superpotential that is
unity and a Kaehler potential
G = K
= − ln(S + S¯)− 3 ln(T + T¯ )
+ k(z(S,T , S¯, T¯ ), z¯(S¯, T¯ , S, T ))
+ ln∣∣W (S,T , z(S,T , S¯, T¯ ))∣∣2.
Clearly, similar remarks would apply to an effective
theory that is obtained by integrating out both the com-
plex structure moduli as well as the dilaton–axion to
get an effective theory for T .
4. Effective potential for T
Let us now try to find the effective potential for the
modulus T (assumed light) after integrating out the
complex structure moduli zi and the dilaton–axion S
which we assume to be heavy. Such an effective poten-
tial is useful for cosmological applications. Hitherto, it
has been derived using the two stage process of KKLT,
but as we have already seen in Section 3 even in the ab-
sence of the zi there are terms in the effective potential
that are as large as the terms that are kept in the two
stage argument but were ignored there.
The potential below the string and Kaluza–Klein
scale is of the standard N = 1 SUGRA form with the
Kaehler and superpotentials being given, respectively,
by Eqs. (10), (11). To classically integrate out the zi
and S we need to solve Eqs. (12), (14) for these vari-
ables in terms of T and then plug those solutions into
the expression for the potential given in (8) and (6).
However, the equations to be solved are non-linear in
the zi so the best we can do is to write the general form
of the solution in a power series expansion in Ce−aT
for aT  1. So, we write
S = α + βCe−aT + γ C¯e−aT¯ + · · · ,(17)zi = αi + βiCe−aT + γ iC¯e−aT¯ + · · · ,
where the ellipses denote higher-order terms in Ce−aT.
The coefficients α, β , γ are functions of the (integer)
fluxes. To compare with the KKLT two stage calcula-
tion we actually need to keep terms up to second order.
If we plug this expansion into the expression for G we
get
G = ln(v + bCe−aT + b¯C¯e−aT¯
+ cC2e−2aT + c¯C¯2e−2aT¯
(18)+ d|C|2e−a(T+T¯ ) + · · ·)− 3 ln(T + T¯ ),
with the new constants (note that v, d are real) being
functions of the ones in (17) and hence of the flux in-
tegers. Calculating the potential using (8) then gives
V = 1
(T + T¯ )2
{
a
(
bCe−aT + 2cC2e−2aT + c.c.)
+ a|C|2
[(
4
a|b|2
v
− 3ad
)
T + T¯
3
+ 2d
]
(19)× e−a(T+T¯ )
}
.
Note that the terms cC2e−2aT +c.c. would not have
been present if we had done the calculation in two
stages as in [2]. The expression is also different even
in the real direction of the potential since now we have
more parameters. Since the functional dependence of
the parameters in the potential on the flux integers is
hard to evaluate explicitly and in any case is model-
dependent, we believe that the only real test of the
implications of the potential coming from type IIB flux
compactifications is to confront this general form of V
with experiment/observation.
In fact, one of the immediate consequences of the
above form of the potential is that it is possible to find
metastable de Sitter minima. A simple example (with
just one condensate) is illustrated in Figs. 1–3. This
example has the following parameters for (19):
a = 2π
320
, v = 0.22941751641574312,
b = 1, c = −1.4097828718993035,
d = 15.786002156414208, C = 1.
The minimum is at Tmin = 117.138, T = 0, Vmin =
10−15 with Mp = 1.
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Fig. 2. Real direction near minimum.
Fig. 3. Imaginary direction near minimum.
Such potentials may also have a supersymmetric
AdS minimum at GT = 0 though in this particular
example this seems to be absent. Also as is the case
for all moduli potentials in string theory, for large T
the potential goes to zero and the positive minimum is
only meta-stable.
A comment about the parameters chosen for our
example is in order here. The parameters are cho-sen to give a positive minimum at a reasonable large
value of (T ∼ 102) such that also the exponential
factor e−aT ∼ 0.1 is small thus justifying the per-
turbation expansion of adding instanton corrections to
the classical superpotential. Of course, to get a crit-
ical point from such an expansion obviously two or
more of such an expansion have to be of the same or-
der. Thus here the term de−a(T+T¯ ) ∼ 0.16 is of the
same order as constant v ∼ 0.2 and be−aT ∼ 0.1.
This does not necessarily mean that the perturbation
expansion is violated. It just means that some of these
coefficients need to be fine tuned in order to get a
critical point though the generic coefficients would be
expected to be of O(1). This is inevitable in any such
calculation of the KKLT type (in the original calcu-
lation W0 ∼ Ce−aT at the critical point and is anom-
alously small) since the existence of a critical point re-
quires that the classical terms be balanced by the non-
perturbative correction terms. For perturbation theory
to be violated one would need the coefficients of the
higher-order terms to continue to grow like eaT and
this is extremely unlikely.7
So far we have worked with just one condensate.
If we have several (so that W ∼∑Cie−aiT ) then one
would need to make the following replacements:
abCe−aT →
∑
i
aibiCie
−aiT ,
acC2e−2aT →
∑
ij
(ai + aj )cijCiCj e−(ai+aj )T ,
a2|b|2|C|2e−a(T+T¯ ) →
∑
ij
aiaj bi b¯jCC¯j e
−(aiT+aj T¯ ),
a2d|C|2e−a(T+T¯ ) →
∑
ij
aiaj dijCiC¯j e
−(aiT+aj T¯ ),
2ad|C|2e−a(T+T¯ )
→
∑
ij
(ai + aj )dijCiC¯j e−(aiT+aj T¯ ).
7 This is reminiscent of a well-known argument in large N gauge
theory—the so-called Banks–Zachs fixed point—which is obtained
by cancelling different orders in perturbation theory, but justified on
the grounds that the resulting fixed point is still at small coupling.
The argument being that one of the coefficients of the perturbation
expansion is anomalously large thus giving the cancellation required
to get a fixed point, but that the higher-order terms could still be
expected to have coefficients that did not grow with the power of
the coupling constant.
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turbative correction and non-perturbative corrections
to the Kaehler potential then one would need to re-
place
−3 ln(T + T¯ ) → −3 ln(T + T¯ + f + ke−a(T+T¯ ))
with f , k constants. Such an addition will clearly not
change the qualitative features of the potential.
5. Conclusions
In this Letter we examined the validity of the
KKLT procedure of first classically integrating out
the dilaton–axion and the complex structure moduli,
to obtain an effective theory for the Kaehler moduli,
and then adding a non-perturbative term to the su-
perpotential to obtain a potential that stabilizes the
Kaehler moduli. We find that there is no approxi-
mation scheme, in which the procedure of first inte-
grating out the S and zi fields classically, and then
adding a T -dependent non-perturbative term to the su-
perpotential is justified. The latter term needs to be
included from the beginning and gives additional con-
tributions to the potential that cannot be ignored. Also
we find that the procedure cannot be done holomor-
phically, i.e., the effective theory has to be defined
entirely in terms of a Kaehler potential (in effect the
Kaehler invariant function G) and a superpotential that
is just unity. These considerations, of course, do not
affect the result of KKLT that the Kaehler modulus
can be stabilized by non-perturbative effects. But it
does change the form of the potential for the Kaehler
modulus so that the physical effects (in particular, the
cosmological considerations) emerging from the the-
ory need to be reconsidered. For instance, in [8] it
was shown that if one follows the KKLT procedure,
then there is no way of getting a broken supersym-
metric minimum with a positive or zero cosmological
constant with just one light modulus T (even with an
arbitrary number of non-perturbative terms) without
adding an uplifting term. However, this is no longer
the case if one correctly integrates out the heavy mod-
uli, and we showed in an explicit example that it is
possible to obtain a positive local minimum with just
the F-term potential. Also the cosmological consid-
erations based on KKLT such as [11,12], need to be
revisited in light of the present results. In addition tothe effects considered here, perturbative corrections
to the Kaehler potential also need to taken into ac-
count. A complete treatment of the physics of such
models, the possibility of getting small supersymme-
try breaking, a small cosmological constant, sufficient
inflation, etc., after including these corrections, will be
discussed in forthcoming work [19].
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